I like to take part in this competition because it gives a chance to note down our creative thoughts. I enjoyed reading story books of different animals. A DAY IN THE LIFE OF KING COBRA Hello little readers!! I am DAY. I see all of you all the time. I keep notes of everyone’s lives just as you make your school notes.In this story, I will tell you my notes of a day in the life of a KING COBRA. Once I came out with my friend Sun and saw a huge king Cobra hanging on a tree. It was trying to catch a baby leopard sleeping on another tree. 
The baby leopard could sense the danger and woke up. The baby leopard was very fast and active. The Cobra was a little lazy but very quick in catching its prey. It was going to be a good challenge. The Cobra attacked the baby leopard, but the baby leopard jumped on another branch. The Cobra tied its tail around the baby and ate it. After eating the baby leopard the Cobra became very heavy and fell down on the land. Slowly, I turned into noon. The Cobra felt hot and wanted to rest in shade but it could not move because of its heavy stomach. But still it was glad to have its food for long time. He became thirsty also. I felt pity on him about it. In the evening, I saw a wood cutter going with an axe in the same forest. He suddenly came in front of the Cobra and was shocked. He was very scared and froze for a long time. 
Readers, you must be thinking that the Cobra must have eaten him too. But Noooo !!! The Cobra was more afraid of the man. The Cobra thought that the wood cutter will hunt him. Finally, the wood cutter ran away quickly. Ant there was happy time for Cobra. That does not mean every time will pass happily in his life. I have seen every animal having big challenges to survive in their lives all the time.

